National College Match
HOW IT WORKS

Start your National College Match application

Submit your application
- Submit online application, including transcript, test scores, and recommendations
- Rank up to 12 college partners by October 12

QuestBridge selects Finalists

Finalist? YES
- Submit College Match Requirements to all ranked colleges
- Will be considered for College Match Scholarship
- Cannot apply for Early Decision or Early Action

Finalist? NO
- Will not be considered for College Match Scholarship
- Can apply for Early Decision or Early Action

Did you rank colleges?

YES
- Submit online application, including transcript, test scores, and recommendations
- Rank up to 12 college partners by October 12
- Withdraw all other applications

NO
- Submit College Match Requirements to all ranked colleges
- Will be considered for College Match Scholarship
- Cannot apply for Early Decision or Early Action
- Can apply for Early Decision or Early Action

CELEBRATE!
Matched to COLLEGE PARTNER!
- Withdraw all other applications

DON’T WORRY
Not matched TO COLLEGE PARTNER
- It’s not the end of the road

Dec 1

Dec-Jan

QuestBridge Regular Decision
- Submit QuestBridge Regular Decision form by December 11
- Submit all Regular Decision Requirements to each college by their Regular Decision deadline
- Await admission decisions from the colleges in the spring